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1. Introdution

Text networks arise in many situations:
• the Wikipedia is a network whose nodes are artiles and whose edges arehyperlinks; eah artile ontains text;
• itation networks;
• Internet webpages.One would like to use information in the text to improve network models ofonnetivity, or growth and hange.Progress would enable one to �nd �holes� in the Wikipedia, disover overlookedreferenes, improve reommender systems, and identify ertain kinds of plagiarism.
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A fair amount of previous work has been done in this area. The two main approahesinvolve:
• Natural language models
• Bag-of-words models.The latter approah ignores semanti information: �I am not a rook� and �Am I nota rook� provide equivalent signal.In ontrast, natural language models attempt to inlude semanti information. In theontext of text networks, there is a onnetion to the Semanti Web (f. Allan Collinsand Tim Berners-Lee), whih attempts to provide hypertext metadata to provide �aweb of data that an be proessed diretly and indiretly by mahines� (Berners-Lee).Natural language models are really hard. Oddly, the bag-of-words models are insanelysuessful for many purposes.
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Presumably, the ideal in a natural language model would be to inorporate Chomskiandeep struture as the ore model, with surfae struture elaborations pertinent towhatever language one is trying to model.Deep struture models desribe the proess by whih syntax reates rules that governword order and sentene onstrution. The main idea is that deep struture desribesthe ways in whih human brains are hardwired for language, and the surfae strutureare the more arbitrary onventions that distinguish, say, verb plaement in Englishfrom verb plaement in German.It is not lear that deep struture really exists, of ourse, and it is not lear how todesribe it. But omputational linguists are busy and have made interesting progress.Studies of Creole languages have added a lot of weight to the deep struture model(f. Derek Bikerton, 1981). So have studies of language aquisition in early hildhood(f. Pinker, 1994).Note: Personally, I'm not yet sold. 4



Ahieving real text mining through a deep/surfae struture model is a long ways o�.It is nearly equivalent to the problem of AI.Therefore, in pratie, many researhers use n-grams. An n-gram is a sequene of nwords or word stems.A word stem is a base word. The words �swam,� �swum,� �swim,� �swimming� allmap to the same base.In trying to understand meaning, it is usually helpful to ignore tense, plurals, andother minor variations. There are sophistiated programs to do stemming, formultiple languages. Many are ommerial; Snowball is a famous one.Some stemmers have rules for stripping o� su�xes. Others rely upon omplex tablelook-ups. The tre studies at NIST have ompared a number of di�erent stemmers. Itseems one an get 80% of the job done pretty easily, and then has to �ght hard forevery perentage point after that.
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The point of looking at n-grams is to identify the probabilities of meaningful stringsof words or roots.For example, English has a window of about 8 to 9 before the Shannon entropymeasure gets really high. This means that, after being told a spei� word in aommuniation, the onditional probability of the eighth or ninth word after that isessentially the raw frequeny of that word in ommon usage.For example, if the �rst word is �how� then with high probabability the next word willbe �are� or �an� or �is� or �will� or �do� or a handful of others. And the third word is,with fairly high probability, one of �you� or �we� or �I� or �one� or �my� or �your� or�Mom� and so forth. This ripple of exess probability �attens out to something loseto baseline after about 8 or 9 words. (Obviously, this breaks down for nursery rhymesand other patterned speeh.)Abbott (2009) �nds that dolphin n-grams �atten out at about 4.
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There are a number of text-mining games one an play with n-grams. One strategy ismodel the matrix of transition probabilities that determine the probabilities that agiven word follows another word, or follows at gap one, or gap two, and so forth.This leads to Markov text generation.From a network perspetive, one an imagine that linked douments share ommontopis, and that the n-step Markov transition matrix for one topi is di�erent fromthat of another. Then, depending on how one models topis, one an try to estimatethe topi-spei� transition matries.The di�erenes between suh matries ould �ag the important di�erenes in meaningand onstrution between douments on mathematis, douments on biology, anddouments on soiology, say.Note: I suspet math papers have a Shannon horizon greater than 9 words.
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A seond strategy for dealing with meaning in text is latent semanti indexing.Latent Semanti Indexing is a proedure that addresses semanti problems ofsynonomy and polysemy by interpreting the meaning of words in the ontext of otherwords in the same doument.Synomyms are an issue for n-grams. Probability for the same �meaning� gets alloatedaross multiple sequenes. But LSI an reognize synonyms:

• redue the de�it by raising taxes on the wealthy
• redue the de�it by raising taxes on job reators
• redue the de�it by raising taxes on fat atslead to the phrases �wealthy,� �job reators� and �fat ats� being nearby in term spae.Note: Sine �job reators� and �fat ats� are atually two words, a little morepre-proessing is needed to reognize their joint appearane as a single meaning.
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Polysemy is harder; it requires disambiguations, and one wants to use only ues in thetext, not domain knowledge, to do this.For example, �Grateful Dead� an refer to a rok band or to a genre of Germanfolktale. If the doument inludes the words �musi� or �drugs� or �Haight-Ashbury�then the ontext suggests the former meaning. But if the doument ontains�woodutter� or �o�n� or �magi goose� then the latter sense is implied.To perform LSI, one does singular value deomposition (essentially a kind of fatoranalysis or prinipal omponents analysis) on a ontingeny table of text. This issometimes alled orrespondene analysis (f. Benzéri, 1973).The method starts with a term-doument matrix X. The rows onsist of all words inthe orpus, the olumns list all douments, and the ells ontain ounts for that wordin the orresponding doument.Then one does some minor tranformations of the ount, to normalize for the relativefrequeny of word within the doument and the relative frequeny of the word withinthe orpus. 9



The singular value transformation �nds appropriate matries T and D suh that

X = TSD
′ where

• S is a diagonal matrix ontaining the singular values,

• T is the term matrix whose rows are eigenvetors that de�ne the �term spae�,

• D is the doument matrix whose olumns are eigenvetors that de�ne the�doument spae�.Usually it is good to trunate the S matrix.The similarity of terms (synonymy) determines distane in the term spae, and thesimilarity among the douments determines the amount of ommon ontent. So somedouments with �Grateful Dead� will luster in the region of doument spae thatorresponds to musi, and others will luster in the folklore region.Note: With tensor produts, it might be possible to de�ne term spae, doumentspae, and topi spae?
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2. Bags-of-Words

Rather remarkably, non-semanti methods have had remarkable suess in textmining. These methods regard a doument as a bag of words.For text networks, one an look at the ross-entropy between douments. Supposeone doument has the frequeny distribution f for its words, and another has thefrequeny distribtution g for its ontent. Then the ross-entropy of

H(f, g) = −

∑

x= all words f(x) ln g(x).Note that this is not symmetri in f and g.One would build a model in whih douments with high ross-entropy have greaterprobability of being linked.
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Topi models have beome popular and important. These mostly rest on a statistialmodel for lustering, alled the Chinese Restaurant Proess (f. Aldous, 1985,and Pitman, 1995).The oneptual desription is that a ustomer enters an empty restaurant, and piksa table at whih to sit. Then a seond ustomer enters, and with with a ertainprobability etiher joins the �rst ustomer or starts a new table. As future ustomersenter, they either join a previously hosen table, or start a new one.The probability of joining others at a table inreases with the number of peoplealready present. It is a preferential attahment (Zipf's law) proess.This proess yields a probability model for the partitioning (lustering) of theustomers.In the ontext of text, the tables are topis, the ustomers are douments, and eahtable has its own frequeny distribution for words.
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The Chinese restaurant proess has some nie properties:

• It is exhangeable, in the sense that the order of the individuals entering does nota�et the joint or marginal distributions.

• It is onsistent, in that the probability distribution over the lusters with oneperson removed is the same as the probability distribution of the randompartition if the proess is run with one fewer ustomer.

• There are ool onnetions to the problem of partitioning the integers (i.e., inhow many distint ways an an integer be written as a sum of positive integers?).There are several versions of the CRP, but the most standard has two parametersthat ontrol the probability of starting a new table and the rate at whih a tableinreases in attrativeness as a funtion of the number already sitting at it.Versions of the CRP are popular in statistis and mahine learning. For textappliations, hierarhial CRPs and CRPs with drift are important.
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A related proess is the Indian Bu�et Proess. (The IBP is to the beta proess asthe CRP is to the Dirihlet proess.)In an IBP, the story is that a ustomer goes to a bu�et with an in�nite number ofdishes and selets K1, where K1 has a Poisson distribution with parameter λ.After that, the ith ustomer hooses among the previously hosen dishes withprobability mj/(i + 1), where mj is the number of times that dish j has beenpreviously hosen. (So popular dishes have higher hane of seletion.) Additionally,ustomer i selets a Poisson number of previously unsampled dishes, where thePoisson probability is λ/i.This approah allows one to do Bayesian nonparametris with latent features. TheBayesian nonparametris is the seletion made by a spe� ustomer; the latentfeatures are the dishes.
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For topi modeling, hierarhial CRPs are hot. A doument moves through a tree ofrestaurants, adding words to its bag as it goes.The tables at the top restaurant selet ommon words: a, the, of, et.Then the ustomers (douments) sitting at that table go o� olletively to a newrestaurant, sit at potentially di�erent tables aording to a new run of the CRP, andollet more speialized words aording to parameters of the table at whih they endup.As one moves through this hierarhy, the bags of words beome progressively spei�,suh that at the end the doument (and those other douments that have seleted thesequene of tables) might inlude speialized voabulary: paramagneti, permeability,molybdenum, Curie's.
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IBPs an also be used to desribe topi models. For example, you an regard thedi�erent dishes as frequeny distributions of words. One dish might be mathematis,another astronomy, and a ustomer (doument) who sampled both would be a paperon theoretial osmology.With these kinds of topi models, the strength of a link in doument networks an bedesribed in terms of
• the number of ommon tables at whih the douments sat as they moved downthe CRP hierarhy, or
• the number of IBP dishes that they both sampled.Current researh looks at how to impose orrelation struture in the heirarhy, andhow to model topi drift.
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A Case Study: The WikipediaThe Wikipedia began in 1999, oneived by JimboWales (with help from Larry Sanger), and wentpubli on 1/15/2001. Its innovation is to enour-age highly distributed ollaborative onstrutionand revision of ontent. Jimbo WalesKey fats about Wikipedia are:
• It uses wiki-ware to failitate ollaborations and the GNU Free DoumentationLiense to avoid legal problems with ownership.
• Its quality and auray are enfored by the user ommunity (and aording toNature, 438, 900-901, it is more aurate than the Enylopedia Britannia).

• It has internal and external links, and is a network model for the urrent state ofhuman knowledge.

• It has an open-aess reord of every hange ever made, and who didit. 17
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From a dynami modeling perspetive, one wants to �nd a model that allows theformation of new nodes and new edges.The key ovariates are the bags of words orresponding to eah of the artiles. If thebags are very di�erent, then the hane of an edge between them is small; and if thebags are similar, then then hane of an edge appearing between them is larger.However, the logisti regression funtion one uses to estimate the probability of anedge should hange as one moves around the Wikipedia network. The weights on�normal� and �distribution� might be high in the viinity of the Statistis ategory,but low in the viinity of the Anient History. We are using a multi-task learningBayesian elasti net�this an borrow strength from nearby artiles.To model the appearane of nodes, things are a little more ompliated. If two nodeshave bags that are very similar, then there may not be room for a new artile betweenthem. But if two nodes have bags that are very dissimilar, then there may be nosensible new entry that diretly links to both.
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Three questions of fundamental interest are:

• Can one �nd �holes� in the Wikipedia? That is, an one use reent history, latentsemanti indexing, and loal onnetivity patterns to predit where new entrieswill appear in the Wikipedia network?
• Are there patterns in the loal network struture? For example, is the loalnetwork around �homotopy� similar to the loal network around �Henry VIII�?More generally, whih parts of the Wikipedia noösphere have similar onnetivitypatterns and whih regions are di�erent?
• Are there growth and/or evolution patterns in the Wikipedia network thatlend themselves to automation? For example, an one identify ases where adisambiguation page is needed to di�erentiate among distint onepts? Similarly,an one mine the struture of Wikipedia to identify opportunities for linkagesbetween pages, in a manner similar to the the models for triad ompletion used insoial networks?
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The hallenges to building a dynami network model for the Wikipedia aresubstantial:
• The ovariates for the nodes are textual; this brings in topi models or latentsemanti indexing or ross-entropy.
• The Curse of Dimensionality: eah word or stem is a potential ovariate, andinferene beome more di�ult in high dimensions.

• The Wikipedia is very large; extrating useful data �les is a omputationalobstale.

• One antiipates that distane metris are loal; ovariates (words) that are usefulin prediting relationships among artiles hange (but hange slowly) as onemoves around the Wikipedia network.
• There is great interest in prediting the appearane of new nodes, whereas inmost network problems, the fous is on prediting new edges.
• The dynami behavior in the Wikipedia hanges over time. For example, thenumber of new entries in the topi area Statistis varies by year. The rate of newartiles peaked in 2006 , and it has grown more slowly sine then.21



Figure 1: A barhart of the number of new artiles in the topi ategory Statistis thatwere reated in eah year.
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Consider the subtopi Continuous Distributions within the topi Statistis, whihontains 96 artiles (as of November 1, 2009).The following �gure shows several aspets of this region of the Wikipedia.

• The size of the irle re�ets the betweenness entrality of the artile; the artileon the Normal Distribution has the highest value.

• The olor indiates the in-degree of the artile: at 48 links, the purple irle forthe Normal Distribution is the largest value; lose after that, the pink irles forChi-Squared Distribution, Gamma Distribution, and Student's t-Distribution areprominent, and so forth.
• The onnetivity pattern is shown by the links (and the diretion of the link, ifone looks losely to see the arrowheads). Note that more than 30 artiles arelinked to only one other entry.
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Sine there are more ovariates (words) than there are observations (edges andnon-edges), modeling is hard. But one an borrow strength from nearby artles.Logisti regressions that predit edges for nearby artiles should depend on similarovariates whih are given similar weights. This enables a multi-task learningapproah.When multi-task learning was applied to the Continuous Distribution region ofthe Wikipedia, it found 1034 words that were signi�antly useful in preditingedge-formation. One suh word was �lambda�. It appears in 23 artiles, and issigni�ant for 11 of them.The following �gure indiates the artiles for whih �lambda� was signi�ant in red.The artiles in the Continuous Distribution subtopi whih reeive links from a redirle but for whih the word is not signi�ant are shown in green. Artiles in thetopi Statistis, but not in the subtopi Continuous Distributions, that reeive linksfrom a red node, are shown in yellow.
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Note that the 11 artiles for whih the word is signi�ant lie in essentially threelusters, so the strategy of borrowing strength seems to have been sensible.(This �gure is a simpli�ed visualization, sine it does not display links among thegreen and yellow irles; when those are inluded, the tightness of the lusters isstronger, although the �gure is more luttered.)This all very exploratory, of ourse. A great deal more ould be done to apply someof the other ideas desribed in this talk to the Wikipedia problem.Dave Blei did a topi model of Wikipedia 3.3 million artiles, and found about 900topis. Would a graph partitioning algorithm �nd similar struture?
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